Faculty Research Lecture Series, 2006-2007
Tuesdays — Noon — Presidents Dining Room

September 12  Kathy Lamkin, “Esterházy Court Musicians during the Last Years of Haydn’s Life: New Evidence Uncovered in the Forchtenstein Castle Archives”

September 26  Ken Marcus, “Exile in Paradise? Arnold Schoenberg and the Los Angeles Emigres”  (in the West Dining Room)

October 10  Don Pollock, “The Current State of Aboriginal Filmmaking in Australia”

October 24  Trudi Ferguson, “Later Career Development for Women”

November 14  Jeffrey Kahan, “The Forged History of King Lear”

November 16 (Thursday)  Faculty Research Day  (Wilson Library)

December 12  Elizabeth Zwerling, “California Education Law: Open to Interpretation (Bending and Breaking), a Journalist's Investigation” (ACB 212)

January 9  Joan Branin, “Medication Adherence Strategy Usage among Older Adults”


February 13  Mel Miles, “Navy Research And The Future For Cold Fusion”

February 27  Felicia Beardsley, “Statues, Stone Carvings, and Ground-Truthing Oral History in Eastern Micronesia”


March 27  Mehdi Beheshtian, Issam Ghazzawi, and Rita Thakur, “How Culture Affects Implementation of Information Technology in Emerging Economies”

April 10  David Kung and Linda Gordon, “IT Deployment Assessment: A Two Dimensional Supply Chain Cycle Management Framework for Strategic Analysis”

April 19 (Thursday)  Faculty Book Day  (Wilson Library)

April 24  Pat White, Larry Kemper, & Tom Harvey, “The Politically Intelligent Leader”

May 8  Harriet Aronow, “‘Stay Well and Healthy!’: Aging Well with Disability”

The Faculty Research Lecture Series is sponsored by the Faculty Research Committee. It is free, and everyone is welcome to attend.